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excuse my ignorance but when us administration can rob, cheat anddestroy complete countries, i don't see what's wrong with individualscopying or cracking software - it's a million times less damage. (trygoogling economic hit man or read some world history) ;) bob cowell wrote: > > if i knew, i wouldn't tell you how to cheat the programmer and retailer> out of their
profits.it's the bill gates and larry ellisons that get rewarded by ourpurchases and not the hard-working programmers or engineers that arethe innovators. their salaries are set by the greed-based demand &supply equations -- the more the engineers available in theunemployment market, the lower their salary. :eek:--

4world------------------------------------------------------------------------4world's profile: realism is everything! realflight is the #1 radio-control flight simulator in the world. powered by the industry-leading realphysics engine, and designed by both full-scale and rc pilots, flying in realflight feels more lifelike than any other simulator. this unmatched realism makes realflight an essential tool
for any new rc pilots learning to fly. likewise, experienced pilots love using realflight to practice new maneuvers and perfect their technique. hone your skills in realflights true-to-life digital environment so you can pilot your physical models safely with confidence and style! is the #1 radio-control flight simulator in the world. powered by the industry-leading realphysics

engine, and designed by both full-scale and rc pilots, flying in realflight feels more lifelike than any other simulator. this unmatched realism makes realflight an essential tool for any new rc pilots learning to fly. likewise, experienced pilots love using realflight to practice new maneuvers and perfect their technique. hone your skills in realflights true-to-life digital environment
so you can pilot your physical models safely with confidence and style!
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